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ABSTRACT
Demands for wireless communication are ever growing and researchers and
engineers at the field of telecommunications all over the world are working to
meet those demands. There is a great deal to improve and even more ways to
accomplish those improvements. This Master’s Thesis is focused on one of those
demands that should be fulfilled to achieve the Fifth Generation (5G) wireless
system requirements.
TheMaster’s Thesis is a study of pilot structure optimization for high-speed
scenarios. Pilot symbols, also known as reference symbols, are multiplexed with
data symbols. Pilot symbols do not carry data. Instead, pilots help to retrieve
information about frequency- and time-selectivity type of channel properties
affected, e.g., by User Equipment (UE) speed. These channel properties are
essential to channel estimation. If the pilot structure is not optimized to report
accurately enough of them, channel estimator functions poorly.
Pilot structure optimization is performed for a channel model, which has the
most similar scattering environment compared to high-speed train channel
scenario, which is one possible scenario where high UE-speed is realistic.
International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) Rural Macro Line-of-Sight
(RMaLOS) is the closest reference channel model applicable to the high-speed
scenario. When UE speed is high (hundreds of kilometers per hour) channel is
tend to flatten in frequency. This fact explains why RMA channel model is the
closest reference for actual high speed channel. Optimized pilot structure has to
be able to estimate channel at lower UE speeds, where channel can be extremely
frequency-selective. This implies that optimized pilot structure has to have
frequency-tracking properties.
Pilot structure optimization is carried out by simulating the performance of
several pilot structures. The performance of a selected pilot structure can be
evaluated via performance of the channel estimation where the chosen pilot
structure is deployed. A Wiener-filter channel estimator has been implemented
to enable accurate performance simulations.
Several pilot structures were compared against each other and two superior
structures were found. Superiority of these two structures is based on dense
Doppler-tracking while maintaining a few crucial pilots in frequency domain to
ensure channel estimation in frequency-selective channels. Both structures
perform quite equally through the simulations and thus the structure with a
smaller overhead was chosen as the most optimal pilot structure.
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Aakko J. (2016) Pilottisymbolirakenteen optimointi tulevaisuuden
matkapuhelinverkoille suurnopeusskenaarioihin. Oulun yliopisto, sähkötekniikan
tutkinto-ohjelma. Diplomityö, 43 s.

TIIVISTELMÄ
Vaatimukset langattomalle tiedonsiirrolle kasvavat päivä päivältä. Tutkijat ja
insinöörit ympäri maailmaa työskentelevät uusien teknologioiden parissa,
yrittäen löytää uusia ratkaisuja, joilla nämä vaatimukset voitaisiin täyttää.
Parannusvaatimuksia uusiin teknologioihin on paljon, ja tekotapoja vielä
enemmän. Tämä diplomityö keskittyy ratkaisemaan yhtä näistä vaatimuksista,
joita langattomien järjestelmien viides sukupolvi (5G) asettaa.
Tämän diplomityön aiheena on pilottisymbolirakenteen optimointi
suurnopeusskenaarioon. Pilottisymbolit, myös referenssi-symbolit, on limitetty
aika-taajuus-tasoon yhdessä datasymbolien kanssa. Pilottisymbolit eivät
kuitenkaan kuljeta dataa, vaan auttavat arvioimaan radiokanavan taajuus- ja
aikaselektiivisyysominaisuuksia, joihin vaikuttaa mm. päätelaitteen nopeus. Jos
pilottisymbolirakennetta ei ole optimoitu informoimaan kanavaestimaattoria
niistä tarpeeksi tarkasti, toimii kanavaestimaattori huonosti.
Optimointi tehdään kanavamallille, jonka säteily-ympäristö soveltuu
parhaiten suurnopeusjunalle. Valittu kanavamalli on Kansainvälisen
Televiestintäliiton (ITU):n Rural Macro Line-of-Sight (RMaLOS). Kun
päätelaitteen nopeus on suuri (satoja kilometrejä tunnissa), on kanavalle
ominaista muuttua tasaiseksi taajuustasossa. Tällä voidaan selittää, miksi RMa
referenssi-kanava on lähimpänä oikeaa korkeanopeuskanavaa. Optimoidun
pilottirakenteen täytyy pystyä estimoimaan kanava myös matalissa
päätelaitteen
nopeuksissa,
jolloin
kanava
voi
olla
erittäinkin
taajuusselektiivinen. Tämä tarkoittaa sitä, että optimoidussa pilottirakenteessa
täytyy olla pilotteja myös taajuustasossa.
Pilottirakenteen
optimointi
suoritetaan
vertailemalla
useiden
pilottirakenteiden suorituskykyjä. Pilottirakenteen suorituskyky tulee parhaiten
esille vertailemalla eri pilottirakenteilla toteutettujen kanavaestimaattorien
suorituskykyjä.
Työssä
on
toteutettu
Wiener-suodatinta
käyttävä
kanavaestimaattori, jotta kanavaestimointi olisi mahdollisimman tarkka.
Simulaatio-osiossa useita eri pilottirakenteita verrattiin toisiinsa. Näiden
simulaatioiden avulla löydettiin kaksi ylivoimaisesti parasta pilottirakennetta.
Näiden pilottirakenteiden ylivertaisuus perustuu suureen määrään pilotteja
aikatasossa, allokoiden kuitenkin tarpeeksi pilotteja myös taajuustasoon, jotta
kanavaestimointi taajuusselektiivisessä kanavassa olisi mahdollista. Molemmat
rakenteet suoriutuivat lähes yhtä hyvin kaikista simulaatioista, ja niinpä
rakenne jolla on pienemmät pilottimääristä johtuvat kustannukset valittiin
optimaalisimmaksi.
Avainsanat:
kanavaestimointi,
autokorrelaatio, ristikorrelaatio.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s world, wireless communication is anything but simple. Users require high
download and upload speeds, low latency, wide coverage, trustworthy connection
and support for seamless data transmission in high speeds. All of these aspects are
researched all over the world, but this Master’s Thesis will focus on cellular
communication at high UE (User Equipment) speed.
Long Term Evolution (LTE) can support UE speed up to 350 km/h or even up to
500 km/h depending on the bandwidth [1]. This, however, is not enough for future
wireless generations. It isn’t utopian for people to use mobile data in such a high
speeds. Even today there are trains that move faster than 500 km/h, and it is certain
that travelers in these trains require seamless mobile operation.
What can be done to improve system’s robustness in high speed scenarios?
Doppler effect complicates channel estimation, but it’s possible to improve channel
estimation by optimizing reference symbol positions or simply allocating additional
reference symbols in time domain to obtain more precise estimate of the channel.
LTE utilizes training symbols to acquire data from the communication channel
coefficients. These symbols are called reference symbols or pilot symbols. Pilot
symbols are known to the receiver, so the receiver is able to recognize the channel
effect at pilot symbol position, i.e., the receiver can acquire the value for the channel
coefficient in question. [2]
Pilot symbols are multiplexed with data in frequency and time domains. The
higher the UE speed, the harder the signal reception becomes, since the channel
varies more frequently. This indicates that there aren’t sufficient amount of pilots in
time domain to inform the receiver of the channel variations if UE speed is
exceedingly high. This suggests that additional pilots are required in time domain to
enable accurate channel estimation. [3]
More pilots indicate more overhead, since pilots don’t carry data, so it’s all about
trade-off between channel estimation accuracy and system overhead. The idea of this
thesis is to optimize pilot structure in order that high channel estimation performance
is achieved with the least possible system overhead.
The performance of various pilot structures is evaluated through simulations. It is
possible to estimate the pilot structure performance through channel estimator’s
behavior. If pilot structure fails to inform the channel estimator of the channel’s
properties accurately, channel estimation functions poorly. Wiener-filter channel
estimator is employed in these performance simulations. Wiener-filter coefficients
are calculated from channel’s auto- and cross-correlations and these two properties
correspond straight to the deployed pilot structure. In the other words, the
performance of the selected pilot structure can be evaluated by performance
simulations. [4]
Correlations for a chosen pilot structure are acquired from a large matrix, which
contains all possible correlations for a selected channel model with a selected UE
speed. This large correlation matrix is measured from the channel over tens of
thousands of subframes. A special algorithm is implemented to choose auto- and
cross-correlations corresponding to deployed pilot structure from this large
correlation matrix. These auto- and cross-correlations are then utilized as inputs to
the Wiener-filter coefficient calculation.
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Channel estimation itself has been studied very thoroughly and it is as such too
large scope to study in such a short time. This is the main reason for why pilot
symbol allocation was chosen as a subject for the thesis.
In Chapter 2, basics of the LTE and LTE channel estimation are explained.
Channel estimation is extremely wide scope, so only the most basic information is
provided. As the pilot structure optimization is the subject of this thesis, physical
resource structure allocation is described in more detail, as well as downlink
reference symbols.
In Chapter 3, the channel model is selected and justified. As mentioned before,
performance evaluation is carried out employing the Wiener-filter channel estimator.
Formulas needed for Wiener-filter coefficient calculations are provided and
explained in this part and a Matlab-algorithm for the channel estimator is presented.
An algorithm for the function, which selects correlations corresponding to the
selected pilot structure, is also presented in this part. Afterwards, the results verifying
Wiener-filter channel estimator’s functionality are provided.
In Chapter 4, one simple pilot structure is constructed based on the high speed
propagation environment. This pilot structure is maintained as reference for further,
more complex pilot structures. Several other pilot structures are presented and the
reference pilot structure and the LTE pilot structure will be compared to these
presented structures. The results for pilot structure performance simulations are
provided and they are explained in detail. The best performing pilot structures, based
on previous results, are brought to further simulations, where higher carrier
frequencies 4 and 6 GHz are used.
Discussion and summary are in chapters 5 and 6. Discussion is a short description
about what has been done, what difficulties I faced in each phase of the thesis and
how I overcame them and how could the results of this thesis be utilized in further
research. Chapter 6 is a summary about the process of making the thesis. In this
chapter all the different parts of the thesis are shortly described and all important
results are given and explained. Chapter 7 consists of references and Chapter 8
includes implemented Matlab-codes as appendices.
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2.

CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN LTE DOWNLINK

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the 4th Generation (4G) mobile system which is a
successor to Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). Mobile users
are becoming more demanding because they are used to ever growing data rates,
decreasing latency and widening coverage. LTE was designed to meet these
requirements by improving data rates and spectral efficiency, decreasing latency and
User Equipment (UE) power consumption, and increasing mobility. It also needed to
be cost efficient since the cost for the end user is decreasing due to heavy ongoing
competition between operators. [5]
A rising trend from beginning of Global System for Mobile (GSM) has been
increasing packet-data transmission. This phenomenon has shaped LTE to be entirely
packet-switched telecommunications system. In UMTS voice communication was
performed by a circuit-switched network, while High Speed Packet Data Access
(HSPDA) took care of packet-data transmission. [6]
In this chapter, basic theory of OFDMA downlink, especially OFDMA downlink
channel estimation, is explained in order to give basic insight to functions needed to
perform following simulations.

2.1. OFDMA in downlink
LTE uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as multiple
access technology. The difference between OFDMA and Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is that OFDMA deploys different subcarriers to
transmit data to several different users as OFDM deploys all subcarriers to transmit
for one UE. The idea behind OFDM is to divide a wideband frequency-selective
channel into several narrowband frequency-non-selective channels. [7]
Frequency-selective-fading implies that different frequency components
experience uncorrelated fading, indicating that not all the components have the same
channel gains, which complicates channel estimation. This happens if the signal
bandwidth is wider than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. In OFDM,
subcarrier separation has to be less than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. [8]
OFDM is spectrally efficient since subcarriers are located densely in frequency
domain and they overlap. No interference is caused by such placement since
subcarriers are located orthogonally in frequency domain. Orthogonality guarantees
that subcarriers won’t undergo Inter Carrier Interference (ICI). Orthogonality may be
lost, e.g., as a result of time-dispersive nature of the channel. To guarantee
robustness against radio channel, a Cyclic Prefix (CP) is inserted in the beginning of
each signal. CP insertion means that the last part of the OFDM symbol is copied to
the beginning of the symbol. [9]
In OFDM, the high rate serial data stream is divided into M parallel low rate data
streams. Usually when data is transmitted using a high rate data stream, the delay
spread of the channel is larger than the symbol duration. This indicates that a signal
component is still on the way, because of relatively large delay spread, when a new
symbol is already being detected. The phenomenon is called Inter Symbol
Interference (ISI). ISI complicates signal detection. This phenomenon is prevented
by dividing the data stream into parallel form. Now the original signal duration is
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multiplied approximately with the amount of parallel channels. Due to this operation,
the signal duration increases to be much longer than the delay spread of the channel.
If OFDM symbol time is shorter than the coherence time of the channel, the receiver
is able to equalize the channel, one tap at the time, making it simple to implement.
[10]
OFDMA suffers from high Peak-to-Average Power-Ratio (PAPR), which means
that complex and expensive Power Amplifiers (PA) are required. Therefore, OFDM
suits better for downlink transmission where expensive PAs are affordable in
eNodeBs (LTE Base Station). For uplink transmission OFDM is not optimal because
expensive PAs would affect negatively to UE prices and complex PA would drain
UE battery quickly. These reasons turned Single Carrier- Frequency Multiple Access
(SC-FDMA) to be more appealing in the uplink instead of OFDMA. [11]
2.2. Structure for transmission resources
As discussed earlier, LTE downlink employs OFDM as a transmission method, in
which the data is transmitted utilizing several orthogonal subcarriers. The OFDM
signal structure is easier to comprehend if divided into time and frequency domains.
LTE OFDM utilizes 72 subcarriers to carry data, if the minimum bandwidth is
deployed. These carriers are allocated alongside in the frequency domain, separated
by, e.g., 15 kHz bands. This translates to 1 MHz bandwidth. Subcarriers are collected
in groups of 12 subcarriers. This group of subcarriers, which has the length of 7
OFDM symbols (one slot), is called a Physical Resource Block (PRB). PRB is the
largest element in frequency domain. One PRB has the total bandwidth of 180 kHz,
if the same carrier spacing is used. The largest element in time domain is a radio
frame, which has a duration of 10 ms. The radio frame structure is shown in Figure 1.
[12]

Figure 1. Resource structure of radio frame.
The radio frame can be divided into 10 subframes, which each have a duration of 1
ms. These subframes are still split into two slots, which each have a duration of 0.5
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ms. Each slot comprises of 7 OFDM symbols. One OFDM symbol can be thought as
the smallest unit in time domain, as well as one subcarrier in frequency domain. 12
subcarriers lasting 7 OFDM symbols equals 84 small elements in one PRB. These
elements are called Resource Elements (RE). The structure of one subframe is
presented in Figure 2. [12]

Figure 2. Resource structure of one subframe.
Not all REs carry data. Some of the REs are applied to carry information about
synchronization between UE and eNobeB, control signaling and channel conditions.
In this thesis the focus is on channel estimation which implies that the signals of
interest in the downlink are Common Reference Signals (CRS) and UE-specific
DeModulation Reference Signals (DM-RS) introduced in LTE release 10. Further
discussion about RS allocation and allocation optimization follows in the next
section. [13]
2.3. Channel estimation
As data is transmitted over the transmission medium, it is possible that the
transmitted signal experiences multipath fading, which causes ISI. ISI is born when
the same symbol is delayed in a multipath, and for that, comes to detection while the
next symbol is already being detected. ISI makes the symbol detection much harder
for the receiver. ISI can be handled almost entirely by inserting a guard interval to
each data block. [14]
The receiver handles ISI by applying adaptive equalization filters. However, data
from channel coefficients is necessary to the receiver to adjust the equalization filter
properties correctly. This is called coherent detection. In the case of coherent
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detection, the receiver has information of the amplitude and the phase of the channel.
In the case of non-coherent detection, the receiver has only the amplitude
information. Coherent detection simplifies the receiver, since no complex algorithms
are needed to receive the signal as the channel is accurately estimated. [15]
This is an attractive property to have, but accurate channel estimation requires
RSs which causes overhead. A crucial aspect is the trade-off between overhead and
estimation precision.
2.3.1. Reference signals
In LTE Release 8, Common Reference Signal CRS was used for demodulation
purposes as well as for CSI-information. CRSs are allocated to a subframe using a
known and repeating pattern allowing UE to have knowledge of RS allocation. The
channel matrix can be estimated utilizing these pilot symbols in their known
positions. CRS is added to the data stream after precoding. The UE is able to
demodulate the signal deploying the estimated channel matrix and information of the
code-book, which was applied in precoding. This implies that the code-book
information is stored in the UE. [16]
Newer releases have a support for multilayer transmission. CRS is not suitable as
RS for multiple layers because its overhead is proportional to maximum number of
layers. New RSs, DeModulation Reference Signals are used for demodulation and
Channel State Information Reference Signal (CSI-RS) for feedback information.
Separating the two RSs decreases the overhead, especially in multilayer scenarios.
[16]
DM-RSs are allocated to the data streams before precoding, which means that
receiver doesn’t require precoding information. This is called non-codebook-based
precoding, which is the opposite of CRS. DM-RS estimation doesn’t require codebook based precoding, because it is only used for channel estimation purposes for
single rank. DM-RSs are the RSs of interest in this thesis. [16]
In LTE, the channel estimation is done in three different domains: frequency, time
and space. Channel estimation in three different domains is complex, however, and it
may be simplified by assuming that all MIMO multipath components experience the
same scattering conditions. This way it is possible to estimate time and frequency
domains separately. Time and frequency domain channel estimations are done in the
following chapters. Spatial domain is not of interest in this thesis. [17]
Only some of the OFDM symbols contain reference-symbols. Because channel
information is needed constantly at the receiver, the channel estimates are calculated
by interpolation for the REs, which don’t contain RSs. Two-dimensional Wienerfilter is used for interpolation. This filter is very complex, which means that the
implementation of such a filter isn’t efficient or cheap. Gladly, the complexity of the
filter can be decreased at the expense of accuracy. This way the 2-dimensional filter
is divided into two 1-dimensional filters, which are a lot easier to implement. [17]
DM-RSs are allocated in both frequency and time domains. In one subframe, four
OFDM symbols include DM-RS. In one symbol each PRB has three DM-RSs. DMRS allocation can be seen from Figure 3. [18]
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Figure 3. DeModulation reference signal allocation.
2.3.2. Frequency-domain channel estimation
Frequency domain channel estimation is done over one OFDMA symbol, which
contains reference symbols. The channel estimate at the reference symbol position
can be calculated with the following formula
ẑ𝑝 = 𝒛𝑝 + ẕ𝑝 = 𝑭𝑝 𝒉 + ẕ𝑝 ,

(1)

for p ϵ (0, …, P) where P is the number of available pilot symbols and h is the L x 1
channel impulse response. 𝑭𝑝 is the P x L matrix, where the elements are chosen
from N x N Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) output, where N is the FFT order.
The rows are chosen corresponding to the pilot symbol positions and the columns
have the length L. Additive Gaussian noise vector ẕ𝑝 is of length L. [1]
The previous formula calculates channel estimates for pilot symbol positions, as
estimates for the whole frequency band are necessary. Applying an interpolation
technique, it is possible to estimate the rest of the Channel Frequency Response
(CFR).
A straightforward way to implement interpolation is to deploy a linear interpolation
filter. An interpolated CFR estimate at subcarrier index i can be calculated with the
following formula
ẑ𝑖 = 𝑨ẑ𝑝 ,

(2)

where A is the linear interpolation filter and ẑ𝒑 are the channel estimates at the pilot
symbol positions. [1]
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2.3.3. Time-domain channel estimation
Time-domain channel estimation can exploit channel’s autocorrelation. When the
estimate at the pilot symbol position is known, autocorrelation can be utilized to
derive estimates for pilots in the neighboring symbols for same subcarrier. Channel’s
autocorrelation in time domain is a measure of likeness of channel’s time evolution.
There are a few things to consider, however. In high speed conditions the channel
varies rapidly. This indicates that channel autocorrelation also degrades quickly as
the UE is moving on high speed, e.g., in a high speed train. When estimating the
radio channel, coherence time of the channel plays a vital role. The coherence time
provides information of how long the channel stays the same, i.e., the autocorrelation
function provides information concerning the coherence time of the channel.
This implies that additional RSs are required in the time domain as the UE speed
increases. This is one of the key factors for a reference symbol structure to be
optimized in Chapter 4. The channel estimate at the 𝑙 𝑡ℎ tap position and at time
instant 𝑛 is estimated as
ĥ𝑙,𝑛 = 𝒘ℎ𝑙 𝒉𝑀
𝑙,𝑛 ,

(3)

where w is the channel estimation filter and h is the Channel Impulse Response
(CIR) vector. [1]
The channel estimation filter coefficients are given as
𝒘𝑙 = (𝑹ℎ + 𝜎𝑛2 𝑰)−1 𝒓ℎ ,

(4)

where 𝑹ℎ is the autocorrelation M x M matrix over channel coefficients, 𝜎𝑛2 the
additive noise variance and 𝒓ℎ the M x 1 correlation vector between the current RE
and the other REs in that symbol. [1]
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3. CHANNEL MODEL AND CHANNEL ESTIMATOR
In the beginning, a suitable channel model for a high-speed scenario is selected. Pilot
structure performance is highly dependent on the propagation environment, which
implies that utilization of the selected channel model needs to be explained and
justified. The choice of the channel model is not only about the physical environment
where the UE is most often moving, but also about how the high UE speed affects to
the scattering environment of that physical environment.
A Wiener-filter based channel estimator is implemented for the performance
simulations, since the simulator’s internal channel estimator works poorly on such a
flat channel. Poor performance comes from the fact that the internal estimator
calculates correlations for the Wiener-filter analytically instead of taking them from
the simulated correlation matrices as in the optimal Wiener-filter coefficient
calculation. This internal channel estimator will be referred to as the reduced
complexity channel estimator from now on. The Wiener-filter based channel
estimator is presented and formulas for the Wiener-filter coefficient calculation and
channel estimation are provided. Matlab-algorithms for the implemented Wienerfilter channel estimator and for the algorithm, which chooses autocorrelation- and
cross-correlation matrices for a selected pilot structure, are also presented in this
chapter.
In the end of this chapter, the performance of the implemented Wiener-filter
channel estimator is verified against the ideal channel estimator and the reduced
complexity channel estimator.
3.1. High-speed scenario channel model
One probable high-speed scenario is a high-speed train, which is the base for the
channel model selection. From ITU channel scenarios, Rural Macro Line-of-Sight
(RMaLOS) has a scattering environment, which is the most similar to the high-speed
train scenario [19]. A high-speed train track would probably be positioned in an open
area, which has only a few scatterers and a strong line-of-sight component. Even in
the areas with lots of scatterers, e.g., UMa (Urban Macro), high UE speed tends to
flatten the propagation environment, making it frequency-flat. Delay spread 𝑇𝑑 in
RMa channel is short, since there are only a few strong scatterers. If the channel has
a short delay spread, it has a broad coherence bandwidth 𝑊𝑐 , i.e., the channel is flat
in frequency. The coherence bandwidth is given approximately by
1

𝑊𝑐 = 2𝑇 .
𝑑

(5)

The coherence bandwidth is a measure of how wide frequency band experiences
correlated fading. If the coherence bandwidth is narrow, the channel is highly
frequency-selective. [19], [21]
Frequency-selectivity can be illustrated by plotting frequency autocorrelations for
each channel. The faster the correlation decreases the more frequency-selective the
channel is. Frequency autocorrelation functions (ACFs) are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Frequency autocorrelations are given for each channel.
According to [19], RMa has a short delay spread. Figure 4 also supports this claim by
showing that RMa has a slowly decreasing autocorrelation compared to UMa where
the autocorrelation decreases faster.
There are two cases for each channel model, Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non-Lineof-Sight (NLOS) cases. In both channels, the autocorrelation for NLOS decreases
faster. The LOS-component causes frequency-non-selectivity, by highlighting a few
stronger scatterers over the others.
Even though RMa is the probable high speed channel model, pilot structure
performance measurements for UMa channel model at low UE speeds are also
provided. The pilot structure might not be adaptive, so the optimal structure has to be
capable of handling frequency-selectivity for low-to-medium UE speeds. As the UE
speed increases from medium to high, the propagation environment flattens,
implying that no simulations are needed in UMa channel model for high UE speeds.
Another aspect to take into account is time domain. Now that the frequency-nonselective fading channel is selected, the pilot structure can focus almost entirely on
the time domain changes. This is beneficial, because at the high speed, the channel
varies so frequently that pilots are needed in most of the symbols. If large numbers of
pilots were required in frequency domain, there would be exceedingly high overhead.
Only certain pilots are allocated in frequency to estimate the frequency-selective
channel at low-to-medium UE speeds.
As mentioned before, high UE velocity implies high Doppler. This effect is
illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Autocorrelations for each UE speed in RMaLOS channel.
As Figure 5 illustrates, smaller UE speed corresponds to slowly decreasing
autocorrelation. This indicates that as autocorrelation decreases quickly, the
coherence time of the channel is short. The short coherence time implies that
additional pilots are necessary in time domain to maintain accurate channel
estimation.
3.2. Reasoning for Wiener-filter channel estimator implementation
In this section, the reasoning for Wiener-filter channel estimator implementation is
presented. High speed scenario has only a few scatterers, which makes it frequencyflat and when only 6 PRBs are used the channel is extremely frequency-flat. This
indicates that each channel coefficient is exactly the same.
The reduced complexity channel estimator calculates frequency auto- and crosscorrelations analytically and for this reason it’s not capable of calculating
correlations for such a flat channel correctly. An example of this behavior is
presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Actual and calculated frequency autocorrelations for 13 first pilots in
RMaLOS channel.
As Figure 6 demonstrates, the reduced complexity Wiener-filter is unable to
calculate frequency autocorrelation correctly for this channel. Frequency
autocorrelation for this channel is one throughout the whole frequency band, as can
be seen from actual autocorrelation function. This is the main reason why the optimal
Wiener-filter, which acquires auto- and cross-correlation matrices from the actual
channel, is applied.
3.3. Channel estimator implementation and verification
In this section, the Wiener-filter based channel estimator is implemented and verified
against ideal and reduced complexity channel estimators. Formulas for Wiener-filter
coefficients calculations are obtained from [4].
3.3.1. Wiener-filter based channel estimator implementation
The Wiener-filter is constructed from autocorrelation between pilots and crosscorrelation from each carrier to all pilots. Autocorrelation is given as
𝑹 = 𝐸[𝒄𝒄∗ ],

(6)

where E[…] is the expectation operator, c is a vector including all pilot symbols and
𝒄∗ is conjugate transpose of that vector [4]. Cross-correlation is given as
𝒓 = 𝐸[𝒗𝒄∗ ],

(7)

where v is a vector including all carriers. [4]
Cross-correlation determines which pilots the filter utilizes, i.e., it determines the
estimator position. Wiener-filter coefficients are calculated for each carrier, so that
channel effects can be equalized from the signal. Filter coefficients are calculated
applying a given formula
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𝒘 = 𝒓𝐻 ∗ (𝑹 + 𝐼0 𝑁0 𝑰)−1 ∗ 𝒄,

(8)

where 𝐼0 𝑁0 = Ῡ−1, where Ῡ is Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and I is an identity
matrix. [4]
Now that the filter is constructed, it is possible to calculate channel estimates.
Channel estimates are given by
𝒚 = 𝒘𝒄.

(9)

Since the bandwidth is not an aspect of interest in this thesis, 6 PRBs are employed
and filter coefficients can be calculated simply by adding all symbols in one vector v,
symbol after symbol. There are 12 subcarriers in each PRB, equating to 72
subcarriers in total. Since there are 14 OFDM-symbols, this corresponds to 1008
resource elements in total. There are three pilots in one PRB indicating that there are
72 pilots in 6 PRBs. This results in 72 x 72 autocorrelation matrix. Inverse-operation
of that matrix is feasible, so we are able to calculate filter coefficients for an entire
subframe at once. The implemented Matlab-algorithm for the channel estimator is
presented in Appendix 1.
Input auto- and cross-correlation matrices for this channel estimator have to be
calculated beforehand. These matrices are selected from a large correlation matrix,
which contains all possible correlations for the deployed channel model and UE
velocity. The algorithm that performs these actions, and provides these matrices as
output, is presented in Appendix 2.
3.3.2. Wiener-filter based channel estimator verification
Functionality of the implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator is verified in this
section. Verification is performed against ideal and reduced complexity channel
estimators.
The channel estimator is verified in UMaNLOS radio channel, since this channel
is frequency-selective and differences amongst the ideal and the implemented
channel estimator are easier to distinguish. In a flat channel, the implemented
Wiener-filter channel estimator performs quite similarly to the ideal channel
estimator. Two different UE speeds are deployed in simulations, 3 km/h and 50
km/h, to illustrate that the implemented channel estimator doesn’t crash as UE speed
increases. It also demonstrates the difference between the implemented channel
estimator and the reduced complexity channel estimator as UE velocity increases.
The reduced complexity channel estimator is based on analytically calculated
Wiener-filter, implying that correlations are calculated analytically. This indicates
that Doppler-tracking is not as optimal as in the implemented Wiener-filter, where
correlations are obtained directly from the actual channel. Results for 3 km/h case are
presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Verification of the implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator’s
functionality in UMaNLOS channel at UE speed 3 km/h.
Link adaptation can’t be utilized in this simulation setup. In link adaptation,
simulator picks the highest MCS which is able to receive data signal without errors.
Link adaptation repeats this, until each SNR point is simulated. As SNR decreases,
the lower the utilized MCS is. In this thesis, link adaption is carried out manually.
For each SNR point the MCS which provides the highest throughput is picked
manually. This explains why plots in figures are discontinuous and overlapping. The
resulting “continuous” plot should resemble a plot of link adaption. Utilized MCSs
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Utilized modulation and coding schemes and their applicational range.
SNR (dB)
12…25
10…13
9…10
8…9
6…9
4…7
2…6
0…3
-1…1
-4…0
-6…-4
-10…-4

MCS
64QAM 5/6 coderate
64QAM 4/5 coderate
64QAM 3/4 coderate
64QAM 2/3 coderate
64QAM 3/5 coderate
16QAM 3/4 coderate
16QAM 2/3 coderate
16QAM 1/2 coderate
QPSK 3/4 coderate
QPSK 2/3 coderate
QPSK 1/2 coderate
QPSK 1/3 coderate

Throughput (Mbps)
3.8…4.2
3.25…4
3.1…3.3
2.8…3.0
1.9…3.0
1.9…2.5
1.2…2.2
1.1…1.7
1…1.3
0.75…1.1
0.5…0.75
0.15…0.5

As can be seen from Figure 7, the implemented channel estimator operates better
than the reduced complexity channel estimator during the whole SNR range. It also
functions closely to the ideal channel estimator, which indicates that channel
estimation loss is relatively small. The same simulation is repeated using UE speed
50 km/h. The results for these simulations are in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Verification of the implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator’s
functionality in UMaNLOS channel at UE speed 50 km/h.
The implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator works as intended – between ideal
and reduced complexity channel estimators, as Figure 8 illustrates. The reduced
complexity estimator’s performance also degrades at high SNR compared to the
optimal Wiener-filter estimator, as was speculated prior to the simulations.
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4. PILOT STRUCTURE PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS
In the beginning of the chapter, a reference pilot structure is constructed. This simple
structure is a good baseline and it is compared to other more advanced pilot
structures which will be presented later on. The reference pilot structure is also
compared to LTE pilot structure, to demonstrate its performance.
In Section 4.2 more pilot structures are presented and those are evaluated against
each other and against the reference structure. These performance simulations are
performed in RMaLOS and UMaNLOS propagation environments to assure that
these structures will also work in frequency-selective environment, if adaptive pilot
structures are not an option.
In Section 4.2.3 the best performing pilot structures from previous simulations are
re-simulated deploying 4 and 6 GHz as new carrier frequencies. Finally, all
simulation results are collected and the results are examined and clarified. The most
optimal pilot structure is decided based on all previous simulation results.
4.1. Construction of reference pilot structure
In this section, two basic structures for high speed scenario are constructed. One of
these two structures will be chosen as a reference for further pilot structure
performance simulations. The chosen structure is also evaluated against LTE, to
illustrate its possible gain.
4.1.1. Construction of two possible reference pilot structures
Two main things to consider are overhead and channel estimation accuracy. Pilot
structure optimization is trade-off between these two properties. If the frequency flat
channel model is considered, e.g., RMa, a straightforward way to achieve the most
optimal pilot structure is to fill one subcarrier with pilots, as illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Structure A DM-RS allocation map for 6 PRBs.
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This pilot structure functions only for extremely flat channels as RMa, with a
minimum bandwidth. As mentioned before, the minimum LTE bandwidth of 6 PRBs
is deployed. This implies that the channel is so flat that each subcarrier experiences
an identical channel, and therefore only one pilot is needed in frequency.
This one subcarrier is filled with pilots, so that time variations can be tracked as
precisely as possible, enabling channel estimation in extremely high UE velocities.
However, it isn’t enough that the utilized pilot structure is able to estimate the
channel in RMa. An adaptive pilot structure cannot be expected, so the optimal pilot
structure has to be functional for frequency-selective channels at low-to-medium UE
velocities in addition. This indicates that additional pilots are required in frequency
while keeping the overhead as low as possible. Such a structure is presented in
Figure 10.

Figure 10. Structure B DM-RS allocation map for 6 PRBs.
Now that the pilots are allocated in frequency, UMa channel estimation should be
possible. The first performance test will be performed on these two pilot structures in
these two channels. These simulations should demonstrate if additional pilots in
frequency achieve the needed frequency-tracking to enable frequency-selective
channel estimation. If those pilots don’t bring any additional improvement to channel
estimation performance, they are useless overhead. The results for these high speed
scenario simulations are presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Structure A and Structure B performance simulations in RMaLOS channel
at UE speed 500 km/h.
Structure A possesses smaller overhead, which can be seen in Figure 11 as higher
maximum throughput. But as illustrated before, this structure also has lighter pilot
allocation, which affects its channel estimation performance negatively. This figure
shows well that it is really all about tradeoff between overhead and channel
estimation accuracy – Structure A yields higher throughput and Structure B more
precise channel estimation. In this case both structures perform quite equally.
Now previous simulations are repeated in highly frequency-selective UMaNLOS
channel, which should demonstrate quite dramatic decrease in Structure A’s channel
estimation performance, since it doesn’t track frequency variations by any means.
These simulations are simulated only at 50 km/h UE speed, as at higher UE speeds,
the propagation channel tends to flatten in frequency. The results for these
frequency-selective channel simulations are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Structure A and Structure B performance simulations in UMaNLOS
channel at UE speed 50 km/h.
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As Figure 12 illustrates, Structure A saturates quickly, because of huge channel
estimation losses. These losses are caused by the absence of pilots in frequency
domain. Structure B also suffers from throughput degradation, but heavy pilot
allocation in the first symbol increases channel estimation performance significantly.
Previous results pointed out that Structure A is not valid, due to its poor
performance in frequency-selective channels. Structure B, however, seems to
manage frequency-selectivity relatively well. Structure B is kept as a reference to
further pilot structure simulations according to these results.
4.1.2. Verification against LTE pilot structure
No matter how well the reference pilot structure performs, if it’s not capable of
overcoming LTE in a high speed scenario. In this section, the reference pilot
structure is verified against LTE to demonstrate the gain which can be achieved by
optimizing the pilot structure. Structure B should perform superiorly in the high
speed scenario, but its performance is expected to drop below LTE’s in a frequencyselective channel. The DM-RS allocation map for LTE is shown in Figure 13, and
the simulation results are given in Figure 14.

Figure 13. LTE DM-RS allocation map for 6 PRBs.
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Figure 14. Structure B and LTE performance simulations in RMaLOS channel at UE
speed 500 km/h.
As Figure 14 illustrates, Structure B overcomes LTE in the high speed scenario. LTE
pilot structure is unable to track Doppler accurately, since it has pilots only in four
symbols. This implies that LTE pilot structure is unable to estimate the channel at
high MCS and thus smaller MCS is utilized, which causes channel estimation
performance to decrease drastically. Structure B achieves approximately 25%
performance increase at the maximum throughput and channel estimation
performance is better almost through the whole SNR range.
Even though Structure B performed well in the high speed scenario, it’s necessary
to verify its performance against LTE also in the frequency-selective channel. The
results for these simulations are presented in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Structure B and LTE performance simulations in UMaNLOS channel at
UE speed 50 km/h.
Structure B performs relatively similarly to LTE, taking into account that Structure B
has only a half of the pilots of LTE pilot structure, and additional frequency-tracking
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pilots are only in the first symbol. Based on these results, Structure B may be
considered as a good reference for further pilot structure performance simulations.
4.2. Pilot structure simulations
Now that an efficient baseline is chosen, it is possible to compare further pilot
structures to this and LTE pilot structures. LTE pilot structure is naturally included,
in order to demonstrate the improvements achieved from the high speed pilot
structure. The most promising structures will be taken to further simulations, where 4
and 6 GHz carrier frequencies are deployed.
4.2.1. 2 GHz as carrier frequency
The first structure is LTE CRS-like, where pilots are scattered evenly in time and
frequency domains. This structure possesses extremely dense pilot allocation but has
fewer pilots in time domain compared to Structure B. Structure C is expected to
perform relatively poorly at high speed, but could improve channel estimation
performance in a frequency-selective channel. The DM-RS allocation map for
Structure C is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Structure C DM-RS allocation map for 6 PRBs.
Structure C has exceedingly high overhead compared to Structure B and even to LTE
pilot structure, as can be seen from Figure 16. The following simulations will
demonstrate if there is any gain from such a dense pilot allocation.
Since Structure A’s intense Doppler-tracking proved to be quite promising in the
high speed scenario, another structure is constructed applying that property.
Following pilot structure is similar to Structure A, but instead of having those pilots
in one PRB, the second carrier is filled with pilots in each PRB. The structure should
track time domain variations accurately, due to its dense Doppler-tracking. It should
also provide improvement to frequency-selective channel estimation because
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Structure A-like structure continues throughout whole frequency band, providing
information of frequency variations. The disadvantage of this pilot structure is a
relatively large overhead. The DM-RS allocation map for Structure D is shown in
Figure 17.

Figure 17. Structure D DM-RS allocation map for 6 PRBs.
The following simulations will illustrate if Structure D is able to track frequency
variations accurately enough to compete with LTE in a frequency-selective channel.
It is also worth testing that will this heavy pilot allocation in time-domain bring any
improvements to high speed channel estimation in relation to its large overhead. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Structure B, Structure C, Structure D and LTE performance simulations in
RMaLOS channel at UE speed 500 km/h.
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As Figure 18 illustrates, Structure B has the highest maximum throughput, which
could have been anticipated since it has the smallest overhead. On the other side, this
causes its performance to degrade a lot faster compared to Structure C and Structure
D. As Figure 18 demonstrates, Structure D performs better than Structure C through
the whole SNR range. Structure B and Structure D seem to perform well in the highspeed channel. Their performance depends on whether a bit higher maximum
throughput or better channel estimation performance at lower SNR is found more
attractive. Simulations in a frequency-selective channel will give more insight in this
matter.
Now these simulations are repeated in a frequency-selective channel. These
simulations are interesting, since both Structure B and D had good performances in
the high-speed scenario, so these results might offer grounds to choose one of the
two to continue to higher carrier frequency simulations. Another aspect of interest is
that how will heavily allocated Structure C perform in a frequency-selective
propagation environment. The results are shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Structure B, Structure C, Structure D and LTE performance simulations in
UManLOS channel at UE speed 50 km/h.
Structure B has the lowest maximum throughput and poor channel estimation
performance in a frequency-selective channel, as can be seen in Figure 19. Structure
B has the highest maximum throughput in high speed channel conditions but is it
enough to compete with Structure D. Structure D performs close to LTE in a
frequency-selective channel, which makes it superior, compared to Structure B and
Structure C. As Figure 18 shows, Structure D performs best through almost the
whole SNR range, excluding a few highest SNR points, which makes it the most
interesting structure so far. Structure C suffers from exceedingly dense pilot
allocation, which seems to make it a poor choice for the pilot structure in both high
speed and frequency-selective channels.
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4.2.2. Introducing two more pilot structures based on
previous results
Using the previous results as a reference, two more pilot structures are presented. As
could be seen from Figure 15, Structure B suffers performance loss in a frequencyselective channel, compared to LTE, due to light pilot allocation in frequency
domain. Structure E is constructed based on this structure, by filling the first symbol
with pilots, making it more robust against frequency-selectivity. One subcarrier
remains to track variations in time domain. Structure E resource allocation map is
shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Structure E resource allocation map for 6 PRBs.
Another structure to be presented is also based on Structure B but has some features
from Structure D, which yielded great results in frequency-selective channels. This
new structure copies frequency-tracking property from Structure B and its timetracking property from Structure D, but in this case only 3 subcarriers are filled with
pilots to decrease overhead. It has to be kept in mind, not to introduce too much
overhead compared to LTE. Structure F DM-RS allocation map is shown in Figure
21.
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Figure 21. Structure F DM-RS allocation map for 6 PRBs.
Both of these new pilot structures will be simulated in a high speed scenario and in a
frequency-selective channel model. Those structures will also be compared against
Structure D, which was overall the most optimal in the previous simulations, and
LTE. If these new structures demonstrate improvements to channel estimation, they
will be simulated with Structure D at 4 and 6 GHz carrier frequencies. The results for
the high speed scenario are shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Structure D, Structure E, Structure F and LTE perfomance simulations in
RMaLOS channel at UE speed 500 km/h.
As Figure 22 shows, Structure F functions similarly to Structure D. These two are
looking strong choices for the new pilot structure. Structure E, however, does not
perform that well. These simulations are meant mainly for high speed scenarios so
this structure doesn’t seem to compete with Structure D and Structure F.
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The previous structures are now simulated in a frequency-selective channel.
Structure E is kept as reference, even if it lost in performance for both Structure D
and Structure F in the high speed channel. These simulations will determine if
Structure D or Structure F is more optimal pilot structure in this phase. The results
are shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Structure D, Structure E, Structure F and LTE performance simulations in
UMaNLOS channel at UE speed 50 km/h.
As Figure 23 illustrates, Structure F works as well as LTE, because both structures
have almost the same overhead. Pilots are so well allocated in Structure F that
channel estimation is as accurate as in LTE. In this phase we can say that Structure F
is the most optimal pilot structure as we proceed to higher carrier frequencies.
4.2.3. 4 and 6 GHz as carrier frequency
In this section, the performance of the two most optimal pilot structures is evaluated
against each other and LTE at 4 and 6 GHz carrier frequencies. Structure D has one
subcarrier filled with pilots in each PRB, as Structure F has one subcarrier filled with
pilots in 3 PRBs. This indicates that Structure D possesses more precise Dopplertracking properties which implies, that if the frequency grows high enough, Structure
D could overcome Structure F. LTE pilot structure is kept as a reference, to
demonstrate the possible gain from pilot structure optimization. The results for these
simulations are shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Structure D, Structure F and LTE performance simulations in RMaLOS
channel at UE speed 500 km/h using 4 GHz as a carrier frequency.
As Figure 24 illustrates, Structure D performs better than Structure F. This is based
on the fact that channel estimation is so accurate, that even its larger overhead
doesn’t drop its maximum throughput below Structure F’s. As can be seen from
Figure 24, Structure D can still adjust to higher MCS at 15 dB SNR which raises the
maximum throughput over Structure F’s maximum throughput.
Now the carrier frequency of 6 GHz is deployed. 6 GHz is the highest carrier
frequency included in this thesis. As can be seen from Figure 24, both Structure D
and Structure F perform superiorly to LTE but Structure D seems to have an edge
compared to Structure F as carrier frequency increases. It can be explained with the
fact that as the carrier frequency increases, Doppler increases. And as Structure D
has 6 subcarriers tracking Doppler instead of Structure F’s 3 subcarriers, it is capable
of tracking Doppler more precisely. The results for simulations in 6 GHz are shown
in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Structure D, Structure F and LTE performance simulations in RMaLOS
channel at UE speed 500 km/h using 6 GHz as carrier frequency.
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The results are essentially the same as in Figure 24. The only difference is that now
Structure D isn’t capable of adapting to higher MCS at high SNR. All throughputs
have tuned down a bit from 4 GHz.
4.2.4. Simulation results
There have been a total of 3 promising pilot structures, from which only 2 made it to
the final simulations. Structure B was quite promising in the high speed scenario, but
lacked ability to track frequency variations which resulted in poor performance in
frequency-selective channels. Structure D is one of the original structures and
performed superiorly compared to other structures in early phase of the simulations.
Two additional pilot structures were constructed based on prior simulation results.
Only Structure D was left as a reference to these new structures. Simulations
demonstrated that Structure E couldn’t match to Structure D or Structure F. Only
Structure D and Structure F proceeded to further simulations.
Those two remaining structures were quite identical in performance for both
channel types. Structure F has lighter pilot allocation which indicates smaller
overhead. If Structure D could have demonstrated high performance gain compared
to Structure F, it could have been chosen as the most optimal pilot structure. This,
however, didn’t happen, not even at the higher carrier frequencies where it was most
probable. Based on these facts and simulation results, Structure F is selected as the
most optimal pilot structure for future cellular high speed scenarios.
Structure F can be thought as a good compromise as it can track channel
variations in high speed channels due to its one subcarrier sending only pilots, which
grants extremely precise Doppler tracking. As UE speed increases, the channel tends
to be flat in frequency, which implies that tracking of frequency variations in high
speed scenarios is not necessary. On the other hand this structure is also capable of
estimating frequency variations of frequency selective channels at low UE speeds
because pilots are allocated heavily in the first symbol. It is also worth noting that
channel estimation can be performed from the first symbol at low UE speeds, which
means that latency and processing times at the receiver are smaller.
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5.

DISCUSSION

The target of this thesis was to find a new reference symbol structure that could
enable precise channel estimation at high UE velocities. After evaluation of several
new pilot structures via simulations, one could say that many of these structures
overcame LTE in high speed and some even in frequency-selective propagation
environments. The best of these structures was capable of beating LTE even though
it possesses smaller overhead. This pilot structure was Structure F, which was
constructed by imitating Doppler- and frequency-tracking properties of two other
well performing structures.
In the beginning of the thesis, the scope for research was quite large: LTE uplink
or downlink channel estimation for 5G. At first the simulator had to be familiarized
with, to gain insight on what it was capable of. As the simulators capability started
clarifying, the focus began to shift towards LTE downlink channel estimation and
more precisely, pilot structure optimization.
After the test simulations for LTE downlink link adaptation curves began,
problems were detected. Neither link adaption nor channel estimation functioned
properly. This implied that another channel estimator needed to be implemented and
link adaption for high speed scenarios could be forgotten.
The implemented channel estimator enabled accurate pilot structure performance
evaluations. The implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator fulfilled its purpose,
even though it was simplified so that only LTE’s minimum bandwidth of 6 PRBs
could be used. This shouldn’t be a problem, since the throughput can be scaled to
correspond the utilized bandwidth. There were a few bugs in the first phase of the
implementation, which popped out one at the time. These bugs manifested so that the
Wiener-filter amplified wrong channel coefficients, causing channel estimators
performance to crash. After hours of debugging and several different test scenarios,
bugs were found and fixed.
After the channel estimator began to work as intended, input auto- and crosscorrelations were needed. The best way to execute this was to calculate a large
correlation matrix from the actual channel over tens of thousands of subframes. This
matrix had to be calculated again for each channel type and UE velocity. Method was
straightforward since it enabled the calculation of all different pilot structures from
this one large matrix. The method required one additional algorithm that selects
correlations corresponding to the deployed pilot structure.
Now that the algorithm was implemented, test simulations could begin.
Everything seemed fine and actual simulations started. After the channel type was
changed to frequency-selective channel, bugs were found. The algorithm that
selected the correlations corresponding to the deployed pilot structure, chose wrong
correlations, which could only be noticed in frequency-selective channel. After this
bug was fixed, simulations ran smoothly until all results were completed.
All things considered, output of this thesis might have scientific value. All results
have been in line and nothing strange has popped out during this quite extensive
simulation task. All structures have behaved relatively close to expectations.
Since this thesis provided optimized pilot structures as output, one would think
that these structures could be easily applied to future cellular systems. At the very
least, these structures could be kept as a base to further pilot structure research. If an
LTE-like frame structure is utilized in future systems, these structures could be
applied directly or with minor modifications.
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6.

SUMMARY

The focus of the Master’s Thesis was to find an optimal pilot symbol structure for a
cellular high speed scenario. To enable accurate estimation of the pilot structure
performance, Wiener-filter channel estimator was implemented. Channel estimator
suited perfectly for this assignment, since Wiener-filter uses channel’s correlation
properties to calculate the filter coefficients. This implies that performance of the
pilot structure affects directly to channel estimation performance, indicating that we
could easily compare performances of different pilot structures to each other.
At first, theoretical knowledge of LTE downlink was presented, particularly of
resource allocation and channel estimation, to provide understanding to the base
functions of the thesis. It is followed by the selection and justification of suitable
channel model for high speed scenario. The chosen high speed radio channel model
was ITU’s RMa. As mentioned before, the channel model was used for high UE
velocities, because channel tends to flatten as UE speed increases. Optimized pilot
structure has to be able to estimate the channel at low UE speeds, since when UE
speed is low, the channel might be extremely frequency selective. It meant that pilots
had to be allocated to track frequency variations. ITU’s UMA channel model was
chosen for simulations to verify pilot structures against LTE in a frequency-selective
environment. Also some crucial channel parameters were clarified in greater detail to
give reader a further insight to reasons for the selection of these channel models.
Implementation of external channel estimator was justified theoretically.
Specified reasons for why reduced complexity channel estimator is not sufficient
have been provided. Implemented channel estimator was presented among the
mathematical formulas required for the channel estimation. Matlab-algorithms for
the implemented channel estimator and for the algorithm, which selects
corresponding auto- and cross-correlation for selected pilot structure were also
presented. These algorithms are of great importance in the thesis. First, the other
algorithm chooses the right auto- and cross-correlation matrices that correspond to
the chosen pilot structure. After that, those output matrices are used as an input to
Wiener-filter channel estimator. Implemented channel estimator was also verified
against ideal and reduced complexity channel estimators, to prove its performance.
Since the algorithms were implemented and channel estimator’s functionality was
verified it was straightforward to start the pilot symbol structure simulations. Simple
reference symbol allocation was derived from properties of high speed propagation
environment. Derived pilot structure was an excellent basis, since its construction
offers vital information on how the channel properties have to be taken into account
as pilot structure is allocated. And on the other hand, it acts as a great reference for
following simulations. Reference structure was evaluated against LTE pilot
structure, to demonstrate the effect of special pilot allocation to channel estimation in
high speed scenario. All simulations were replicated in frequency-selective
environment, since adaptive pilot structure might not be possible.
Two pilot structures seemed theoretically superior. Another of these two
structures utilized one subcarrier to send only pilots in each PRB. This method
provided extremely precise Doppler-tracking, but since pilots were sent in every
PRB, it was also capable to track frequency-variations in frequency-selective
channels. The other structure was constructed based on the previous structure, but
pilots from time domain were re-allocated to track frequency variations. New
structure has one subcarrier sending only pilots in every second PRB, and those
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excess pilots were re-allocated to first symbol to track frequency variations. Now
every second subcarrier is sending pilots in first symbol. This also implies that this
structure has smaller overhead than the structure with heavy Doppler-tracking.
These two structures were evaluated against other structures and LTE pilot
structure. Evaluation was performed through link level simulations using
implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator. As simulation results illustrated, both
of these two structures were superior to other pilot structures and LTE pilot structure,
and performed closely to each other in every scenario. Difference between
performances was mainly caused by overhead. The structure, which sent pilots in
every second subcarrier in first symbol and had one subcarrier sending only pilots in
every second PRB, has smaller overhead and precise channel estimation in highspeed and frequency-selective channel environments, making it the most optimal
pilot structure for high-speed scenarios. This new pilot structure is good compromise
as it can handle time-domain changes at high UE speeds where channel tends to be
frequency flat, and is also capable of tracking frequency variations of frequency
selective channels at low UE speeds.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Matlab-algorithm for implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator.
Appendix 2. Matlab-algorithm for algorithm that selects correlation matrices
corresponding to deployed channel model and UE velocity.
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Appendix 1. Matlab-algorithm for implemented Wiener-filter channel estimator.
function [chest imp] = implemented_wiener_chEst(phyCh, chEst, IoNo)
%This function is implemented inside ideal channel estimator function
%This allows my function to access the actual channel, as chEst is now
%4x4x128x14, where nTxAntenna=4, nRxAntenna=4, nSubCarriers=128,
%nOFDMSymbols=14
%format chEst_imp variable
nTxAntenna=size(chEst,1);
nRxAntenna=size(chEst,2);
nSubCarriers=size(chEst,3);
nOFDMSymbols=size(chEst,4);
chEst_imp=zeros(nTxAntenna,nRxAntenna,nSubCarriers,nOFDMSymbols);
%Channel estimation main loop, channel estimate is calculated for each
%antenna element
for RxAntenna = 1:nRxAntenna
for TxAntenna = 1:nTxAntenna
%Get DM-RS allocation from phyCh object
allocDMRS = find(flipud(phyCh.phyResources.DRS.allocatedREs) == 17);
%Choose channel coefficients corresponding to antenna elements
channel = squeeze(chEst(TxAntenna,RxAntenna,:,:));
%Reshape channel so that noise can be added smoothly
channel_reshaped=reshape(channel,nSubCarriers*nOFDMSymbols,1);
%Construction of noise
noise_deviation=sqrt(IoNo);
noise=noise_deviation.*(randn(nSubCarriers*nOFDMSymbols,1)+1i*randn(nSubCarriers*nOFDM
Symbols,1));
%Noisy channel
channel_noisy=channel_reshaped+noise;
%Reshape back to original format
noisy_channel=reshape(channel_noisy,nSubCarriers,nOFDMSymbols);
%Load indexes for subcarriers using fixed .mat-file, where indexes
%are saved
load('indCarriers')
%Choose carriers from subcarriers, only some of them are used
%(29th-101th out of 128)
dataCarriers = noisy_channel(indCarriers,:);
%Choose pilots from dataCarriers
pilots = (dataCarriers(allocDMRS));
%Load autocorrelation R, and cross-correlation r. Each channel-type,
%pilot structure and UE speed has their own matrixes
load('correlation_matrixes_RMaLOS6GHz_500kmh_LTE')
%Calculate channel estimates using Wiener-filter
h = r'*inv(R+IoNo*eye(length(pilots)))*pilots;
%Change chEst_imp back to original format
chEst_imp(TxAntenna,RxAntenna, :, :) = reshape(h, [nSubCarriers nOFDMSymbols]);
end
end
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Appendix 2. Matlab-algorithm for algorithm that selects correlation matrices
corresponding to deployed channel model and UE velocity.
function[correlation_matrixes]=calc_correlation_matrixes(phyCh, chEst)
%This function calculates correlation matrix R and cross-correlation matrix
%r for each pilot structure. It uses large correlation matrix as input,
%which includes all possible correlations between all resource elements.
%This matrix is calculated over thousands of subframes for chosen
%channel-type at chosen UE speed
%Load correlation matrix
load ('correlation_matrix_RMaLOS6GHz_500kmh')
%Get DM-RS allocation from phyCh object
allocDMRS = find(flipud(phyCh.phyResources.DRS.allocatedREs) == 17);
%Gather channel coefficients data
nSubCarriers=size(chEst,3);
nOFDMSymbols=size(chEst,4);
%Normalize allocDMRS to match 29th-101th subcarriers, 72 subcarriers in
%total
OFDMSymbols=floor(allocDMRS/72);
SubCarriers=mod(allocDMRS,72);
allocDMRS_norm=nSubCarriers*OFDMSymbols+(SubCarriers+28);
%Calculate subset R_now from pilot index locations
counter_i = 1;
counter_j = 1;
R_now=zeros(length(allocDMRS));
for j=1:length(R)
for i=1:length(R)
%Find mathcing RE value and save it to R_now
if ismember(j,allocDMRS_norm) & ismember(i,allocDMRS_norm)
R_now(counter_i,counter_j)=R(i,j);
counter_i = counter_i + 1;
end
%When all rows are checked, proceed to next column
if counter_i == length(allocDMRS)+1
counter_i = 1;
counter_j = counter_j + 1;
end
%Break when all values are checked
if counter_j == length(allocDMRS)+1
break
end
end
end
%Calculate subset r_now from pilot index locations
counter_i = 1;
r_now=zeros(length(allocDMRS),nSubCarriers*nOFDMSymbols);
for j=1:length(R)
for i=1:length(R)
%Find matching RE value and save it to r_now
if ismember(i,allocDMRS_norm)
r_now(counter_i,j)=R(i,j);
counter_i=counter_i + 1;
end
%When all rows are checked, proceed to next column
if counter_i == length(allocDMRS)+1;
counter_i = 1;
end
end
end

